Meeting Agenda

11:00 Welcome and Introductions

11:05 Ongoing Commitment to Outreach and Knowledge Transfer

- Suggestions from WG Members on Ways to Enhance Impact:
  - Proposed new WG Members
  - Communications with/Involvement in other initiatives
  - Knowledge Resources to include on the CAT Coalition Website

11:10 Recap of Topics Discussed During the Previous Webinar

- CV Deployment Environment resource
- AV I-I Communications 101
- CV Procurement State of the Practice

11:15 Update from CAT Coalition WGs and SPaT Resources

11:20 Partner Reports: US DOT, ITS America, ITE, Other

11:30 Data Hub and Code Hub Resources

11:40 CV Deployment Environment

12:00 NEMA TS 10 draft standard for Connected Vehicle Infrastructure

12:25 WG Meeting Schedule for the Foreseeable Future and Adjourn